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President's Report from the 2014 NZCS AGM

At the time of our last AGM the screen industry was in recession and our members were looking at

moving overseas and alternative ways of making a living.
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This year has seen the industry start to turn around and make some progress towards being sustainable

and viable.  With the government changing the incentives for projects to make it more competitive in the

international market more opportunities have opened for work.  There have been a number of producers

looking at opportunities here in New Zealand and some have come to fruition.  New Zealand On Air has

funded more projects so there has been a variety of work. 

 

There is still a long way to go and we need to broaden the base of work to ensure that everyone has

opportunities.  We need our members to promote themselves to ensure we are considered for key roles

on these projects.  The NZCS provides a professional organisation that showcases to Directors and

Producers the quality of our work as Cinematographers and accreditation is an important part of this.

 

The NZCS have also become full members of IMAGO, the international organisation of

Cinematographers.

As well as the evenings that showcase the activities of our members and provide forums to understand

new products, the Society has initiated two awards that remember two important members of our

Cinematography community.

 

This year we had the inaugural Allen Guildford Memorial Cinematography Award for best

Cinematography for a short film at The New Zealand International Film Festival.  There was a very high

standard of work and the award was presented by Sandra, Allen’s partner, to Grant McKinnon.

 

Tonight we have the Ian Turtill Memorial Award for Contribution to Cinematography which we are

privileged to have Ian’s Partner, Chloe to present.

 

Together these awards showcase our members contribution to our industry and give us a chance to

remember Allen and Ian.

 

Tonight Simon completes his reign as Chairman and I would like to thank him for the tremendous work

he has achieved.  The Society has continued to grow and move forward and with the work of Kevin,

Murray, Dianne, our Executive Officer and the committee we have a thriving organisation.  

 

Chairman's Report from the 2014 NZCS AGM

The NZCS is another year strong. And although it is a year that sees our society maturing it has still been

a time of rapid growth and change.

Richard has talked tonight about some of these changes, of our events and of Imago, of our awards and

of our members. And I think that its our members that I would like to focus on tonight before I step down

as chairman.

 



 

If you had told me 10 years ago that I would be sitting in a room full of my peers as part of an

organisation that freely shared knowledge between current and aspiring

cinematographers, that was part of the world cinematography stage and was a growing voice within the

New Zealand Screen Industry, I would have found it hard to believe. That we would have the maturity to

come together and create a community that is so keen to discuss and share, to help-out and to celebrate

the work and accomplishments of our members is still, at least to me no small wonder.

When we started the society, corralled and prodded along by Kevin there was no way we could know

then, the importance that such a group would represent. And I say this not just because of our events

and our workshops or our awards and our members achievements but because of the society in and of

its self. It has become part of all our journey’s. For the associate member who will follow the path to full

membership and eventual Accreditation.

 

For the working cinematographer who can talk to other working cinematographers and share a different

point of view. For the veteran cinematographer who, recognised by their peers has the opportunity to

share their wisdom and give something back.

These relationships are exactly what the society should be about. Relationships that only exist because

the society exists.

 

So I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for being here. For being part of something that is

greater than just the sum of us.

For allowing the society to be part of your journey and for allowing your journey to be part of the society.

 

To our Associate members, our full members our corporate members and our Accredited members, I am

proud to call myself a member of the NZCS.

 

New NZCS Chairperson

Our incoming Chairperson requires no introduction.  Kevin Riley was instrumental in the establishment

of the NZ Cinematographers Society and was its first Chairperson until 2011. After organising and

managing the society's events for the last three years, Kevin has again agreed to take over the reins as

Chairperson.  There is no doubt that as a society we can look forward to another great year of growth

under Kevin's stewardship. 

Kevin Riley as the Incoming Chairperson had this to say in thanks to Simon Reira, the Outgoing

Chairperson. 

On behalf of the Committee I'd like to give a huge thank you to Simon Riera for his past 3 terms as

Chairperson of NZCS.  The creation of an Accreditation process is a complicated and important aspect

of our organisation.  Simon has spearheaded both the original research and the implementation of the

Accreditation system and continues to liaise with the Accreditation Committee as further refinements are

needed.  In the past year we have had some marathon committee meetings as we have attempted to

take NZCS to a new level of service to our membership.  Simon has steadfastly steered us through these

meetings and kept us on track in order to deliver the results that we trust have benefited the wider

membership.  I am fully aware and grateful for how much time and effort Simon has put in these past 3

years.

 



The NZCS Executive Committee for the upcoming year are:

Richard Bluck, Kevin Riley, Simon Riera, Murray Milne, James Bartle,

Paul Richards, Donny Duncan, Mark Lapwood, Aaron Morton, Marc

Swadel, Dave Cameron, Ian McCarroll, Thomas Burstyn, Richard Scott,

Dave Garbett, and new member Chris Matthews.

New Accreditations

Murray Milne                                                                           Simon Riera

Thanks for Ian McCarroll for the photographs.

RECIPIENT of Award in Honour of Ian Turtill for

Contribution to Cinematography



The Ian Turtill award acknowledges the input into the craft of Cinematography that is delivered by a wide

variety of collaborators both on and off set.  The committee felt that through the years either in the Lab or

as Kodak's man on the ground in NZ, Grant Campbell has always strived to support the

Cinematographers' vision. For many of us who came up through the ranks in a time before film schools,

Grant was available to offer professional support and advice as we first grappled with the dark mysteries

of film stock choice, exposure and processing.  In short Grant has in the past and continues to share our

passion for the final story telling images up on the screen.

 Chloe Smith, Ian’s partner, presented the inaugural award to Grant Campbell at the AGM.  She said he

would have been proud and amazed to have this award named after him. She reminded us of Ian’s

words to never drop your standards or lose faith in the industry you loved. Ian would have been thrilled

that the person to receive the inaugural award has always been committed and understanding, and

indeed a champion of the industry.

Grant Campbell accepted the award, saying that it was an incredible honour to receive the award

named in memory of such a great person.  He was very humbled to be recognised for his 30 odd years

in the industry.  One of the highlights was hosting a meeting in 2007 which was the origination of the

NZCS.  He congratulated everyone on making the society what it is today.

Thanks to Ian McCarroll for the photograph.

Virtuoso "Fly Your Camera" evening

VIRTUOSO Write Up by Mark Lapwood.  

The event at Virtuoso on August 12th was a very entertaining and informative evening hosted by Matt

Wilmot and his team.  Matt shared many insights and examples of work from a variety of projects

involving their extensive use of radio control aerial technology on TVC's, drama, documentaries

and more. 

It was great to gain an awareness of the possibilities available through professional grade, low altitude

aerial filming.  Matt shared in his very down to earth and humble way about what is possible and where

the limits are with these powerful craft. 

Mastering Wide Angle footage around crowded events (not over them), beautiful landscape work in the

South Island, dynamic one shot TVC work and tighter lens tracking of actors running through a forest on

the west coast, wow!

This presentation opened my eyes to the vast possibilities of low altitude filming available using

stabilised aerial gimbals.  The pros include new angles, length of travel, minimal environmental impact

and a lot less equipment required in remote locations.



and a lot less equipment required in remote locations.

The limits include: no high winds above 15-20 knots, no flying in the rain, no flying above 400ft, no

launching off water craft (must calibrate on land then launch) and maximum flight time of 8 minutes with

cameras like the Red Epic and Blackmagic 4k. So as always it's horses for courses, consulting with a

professional operator in prep is a must, to see if your vision is best realised through these new toys or

through more traditional means.

Matt responded authentically to questions from the floor regarding planning, safety issues, insurance

and licences, set up time and the variables he has to constantly weigh up when assessing a situation.  

All in all an informative night from a team who's willing to go the extra mile to fulfil your vision - while

keeping a level head in the process.  

By the way they're looking for more pilots, only you need nerves of steel and lots of training time

because as Matt said "you break it, you own it" and that's a lot of cash in the air! :)

Thanks to Kevin Riley and Virtuoso for another great NZCS event.

Shooting "The Dark Horse" with Denson Baker

Denson Baker ACS is a New Zealand cinematographer currently based in Australia, he has

photographed feature films in the UK, India, Australia and New Zealand including ORANGES &

SUNSHINE, THE BLACK BALLOON, THE WAITING CITY and recently THE DARK HORSE among

others. This is what Denson had to say about the experience shooting THE DARK HORSE.

 

THE DARK HORSE was my second collaboration with producer Tom Hern, I had shot the short film

LAMBS in Wellington a couple of years earlier. I loved the script before I’d even finished reading it, I was

only 30 pages in and I thought... “This is a winner”. I met with writer/director James Naiper Robinson very



only 30 pages in and I thought... “This is a winner”. I met with writer/director James Naiper Robinson very

early on and we talked at great length about the visual style and the shooting approach. I was fortunate

to shoot many tests very early on before we started pre. ImageZone, Auckland gave us the pick of all

their camera and lenses to test and compare, they were incredibly supportive. We shot tests at a

potential location with our lighting team and actor James Rolleston came along, we lit and shot our tests

exactly like we were shooting a scene from the film.

 

After testing every lens and filter combination available we travelled down to Park Road Post, we took

our tests through the full post production pathway, put it up on the big screen in the Mistika grading suite

with colorist Claire Burlinson and we could compare each camera, lens, filter, ISO, LUT and exposure,

really pushing the look and the formats to see what they could handle. We then settled on the SONY

F65, shooting 4k RAW Lite, with a set of Zeiss Ultra Primes and a set of vintage Hawk Anamorphics. We

loved the look of the anamorphics, we chose to use them sparingly and to reflect particular moments in

Genesis’ (played by Cliff Curtis) emotional or psychological state or to subtlety earmark a point in the

films narrative.

 

The film was shot entirely handheld, apart from 2 shots. James and I wanted the film to be organic and

the camera operating to be responsive to the energy, atmosphere, emotion and psychology of the

characters at each point in the film. I was fortunate to have 2 other camera operators throughout the

shoot, DJ Stipsen and Rob “Swampy” Marsh, both are also NZCS members. I operated A camera and

DJ or Swampy would either be on B Camera or we would send them off to shoot 2nd Unit material. We

discussed that we wanted the operating style to be “reactive”. The camera moves only when the

characters move, always motivated, never preempting.

 

I was fortunate to have a wonderful and very supportive and talented team around me. Ben Rowsell, 1st

AC was always up for the challenge of shooting without rehearsal, he did an amazing job, and Kim

Thomas was 2nd AC. Michael Urban was a fantastic very experienced DIT with a great set-up. I was

fortunate to have FAT Lighting, Thad and the team were invaluable, allowing us to work fast with some

big set-ups, yet doing such a beautiful job. The grips team was Daimon Wright and we had Gareth

Robinson when we were shooting in Gisborne.

 

Although it was mainly hand held we had some pretty interesting grips set-ups including a crane seat

that was mounted to the side of a traveling vehicle so that I could shoot a hand held driving shot that

stepped off into a hand held walking shot when Cliff stopped the car and walks across the road (picture

attached).

Shooting "The Last Saint" with Grant McKinnon



Grant McKinnon is an Auckland based Cinematographer.  The Last Saint is his 2nd Feature Film.  He is

also the recipient of the inaugural Allen Guilford Award for Best Cinematography in a short film as part of

the 2014 NZ International Film Festival. This is what Grant had to say about his experiences on the

shoot. 

I recently was lucky enough to shoot "The Last Saint"... ( please go and see it )

This was  a particularly challenging project. We had  an incredibly low budget ($100 000 ) and

consequently no time and no gear and no crew!!!!  Good start.

I was forced to shoot on a Canon 5D as the producer owned one. This had  a large influence on the

cinematic  approach I decided to take. Rather than struggle to make the camera and nonexistent lighting

budget a weight around our necks, I decided the best approach was to embrace the things we had at our

disposal. Lightweight, easy to use, hand held ( no money = no grips) point and shoot photography. 

I realised that our limitations would give us a certain number of problems that we really had no way of

overcoming. Very shallow depth of field, focus issues, low light, resolution and picture quality issues for

the big screen. Rather than worry about these issues I decided to accept them and they became part of

the photographic style of the project.

This acceptance  allowed us to fully embrace the point and shoot approach to this movie, and I believe

the energy and rawness of the performances and camera work out-weigh the technical limitations.

We shot entirely hand held on 2 x 5D's , Alex Jenkins operated B cam, and put up with all my bullshit.

We were mostly wide open, Hahaha, and pulled our own focus. We used the Technicolor Cine style

curve . I was amazed in Post how much latitude we had to play with, especially in the world of colour.

Limitations were obvious in resolution / picture quality.  Alana Cotton at Images really did an amazing

job, and like everyone involved in the project worked way beyond the call of duty. A very heartfelt thanks

to Images, you guys rock!!.

It was great to work with a director who totally trusted me, and allowed me to bring some of my slightly



It was great to work with a director who totally trusted me, and allowed me to bring some of my slightly

"artistic " ideas into the movie. I appreciated this was potentially risky, but also think it was incredibly

important as it allowed the photographic style to really compliment the story.

Writing about a movie is  a slightly strange thing to be doing. It is after all a visual medium, not  a book.

But judge for your selves, by watching. I think we achieved what we intended, good value entertainment.

 

CW Sonderoptic :: Leica Cine Lenses @ IBC, Photokina & Cinec

If any members of the NZCS plan on attending one of the shows listed

below, they have been welcomed to schedule a time on the dates outlined

to meet at the CW Sonderoptic booth with their Marketing Director, Seth

Emmons, for a quick look at the Leica Cine lenses and an update on their

upcoming collaborations.

CW Sonderoptic design and manufacture premium cine products

including the Leica Summilux-C and Leica Summicron-C lenses. You can

find more details on the website (http://cw-sonderoptic.com/) but they

would love to introduce you to the products in person, just let them know

what day and time is best to meet.  Contact Hilary Remnant

- hilary.remnant@cw-sonderoptic.de

IBC - Sept. 12-13 – Band Pro Munich booth - Hall 11, Stand 11.D21

Photokina - Sept. 16-19 – Leica Camera booth - Hall 1.1, Stand A-

001

Cinec - Sept. 21-23 – CW Sonderoptic booth - Stand 3-C14

 

CW Sonderoptic GmbH | www.cw-sonderoptic.com | c/o Leica Store LA |

8783 Beverly Blvd. | West Hollywood, CA 90048 | USA 

 

If any NZCS members are in Sydney, the Australian Cinematographers Society
have extended a welcome to their regular 3rd Thursday of the month Drop Ins at

the ACS Headquarters, Level 2 26 Ridge Street, North Sydney 2060, from 6.00pm.
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